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Abstract:

The problematics of educational environment adaptation when using the adaptive hypermedia systems
(AHS) not only includes the need to implement these systems, to develop the applicable adaptive problem
solving structures but also the evaluation of e-learning, pedagogical-psychological aspects of creating
materials supporting the education, scheming the subject matter, efficiency of the problematics presentation
etc. Based on their knowledge of the given field, the authors of this article have executed an experiment
aimed at the quantitative evaluation of results when searching for the options of AHS application in the
informatics courses at the Department of Informatics, Faculty of Natural Sciences, Constantine the
Philosopher University in Nitra. The gained experimental results have verified the didactical efficiency of elearning courses built by using adaptive hypermedia systems, the time-effectiveness of these courses, as
well as the choice of the best adaptation form. In the experiment, the adaptive annotation technique was
compared with the direct guidance technique. An important discovery coming from the results of the
executed experiment was that the direct guidance technique when compared with other techniques was the
least time-effective, but its didactical efficiency was the highest.
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INTRODUCTION

The hypermedia materials lack personalization,
customizing and adapting of shown information to
individual needs of the user very often. Nowadays,
this disadvantage could be eliminated by application
of adaptive hypermedia systems (AHS) into
hypertext documents. This specific type of
applications combines hypermedia, user modeling
techniques and a certain type of artificial intelligence
that adapts the structure and contents of hypermedia
documents according to each user. The majority of
today’s AHS projects are aimed mostly at teaching
and presentation of information in education.
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ADAPTIVE NAVIGATION
SUPPORT

Adaptive navigation support consists of
influencing user’s path in an information space.

When using this technique, the system’s adaptive
core evaluates the applicability of each shown link
for the given user and offers a result upon which it
influences the user’s path in the document system.
This influence can be directive in such a way that
the system disables the paths that aren’t applicable
for the given user and context or which are nondirective. In this case, the system presents
recommended (or not-recommended) path in the
information system to the user by using various
instruments. When using the non-directive way, the
system just sorts the links according to their
relevance or distinguishes the important link
differently (Brusilovsky, 2001).
To achieve the listed navigation methods in
information content, if using the directive or the
non-directive approach, the following techniques are
used mostly: direct guidance (the AHS guides the
user in an information space, which means it selects
the most applicable concepts and fragments assigned
to them), sorting links (links leading to other pages

are sorted hierarchically according to their relevance
(Kaplan, 1998)),
links annotation (the adaptive
system marks links that are advisable for the user
(De Bra & Calvi, 1998)), hiding links (the links that
guide to the non-recommended information are
hidden (Paterno & Mancini, 1999)) etc.
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THE RESEARCH
METHODOLOGY

There is a question needed to ask. Does a university
student need content and explanation-of-the-subjecttaught personalization when studying and is it even
appropriate to individualize the subject matter at a
university? In our opinion, we see as questionable if
it is effective to present the subject matter to
university students by using AHS or the ‘classical’
e-learning method. Even the using AHS, it is needed
to find the most effective technique of adaptation.
In our experiment, we have aimed at the
thematic
field
of
‘Programming
Internet
Applications’ in a combined form of bachelor
studies of Applied Informatics. We have asked the
following research questions:
 Are e-learning courses built on the basis of
adaptive hypermedia systems didactically
effective?
 Are e-learning courses built on the basis of
adaptive hypermedia systems effective in
terms of the time needed to explain the given
subject matter?
 Which adaptive technique is the most
appropriate for students?
To prove the given questions, we have created
the following solution steps:
1. Creating of control and experimental groups.
2. Creating of reliable and valid measuring
procedures.
3. Realization of the experimental plan.
4. Understanding the data.
5. Checking validity of the used statistical
methods.
6. Data analysis and interpreting the results.
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TECHNOLOGY USED

LMS Moodle was chosen to be the experimental
environment. This learning management system was
not only chosen because of its implementation at our

university as the university system dedicated for elearning and electronical study support, but also
because of its wide usage in the academic field when
managing education.
Except of several available activities in the
system that we have used to create the e-course, we
would like to point out the Lecture module that we
have used to create a lesson for direct student
guidance and the iLMS module that we have
implemented into LMS Moodle for the needs of our
experiment. This module has been used as an
adaptive system for link annotation.

4.1 The iLMS module – a link
annotation module
The iLMS module has been used for link annotation
which enables to recommend links to a user
according to metadata and defining of dependencies.
The system recommends the links by using four
tags: recommended link tag, ‘neutral’ link tag, a tag
when the system could not decide according to the
metadata and the not recommended link tag. The
iLMS module is an addition to the Moodle system.
From the technical point of view, the module
contains a new adaptive course format (the format
complements the traditional course formats, the
thematical and weekly ones) and some blocks for
creating adaptive content in LMS Moodle.
The module has been developed by Gert
Sauerstein as a part of his diploma thesis „KIAnsätze zur Lerner-Adaption in Lern-ManagementSystemen’ at the Technische Universität Ilmenau
(Ilmenau, Germany).

4.2 The Lesson activity – a module
for direct student guidance
A lesson is an activity type that opens up a study
material in an interesting and flexible way. It
consists of many text pages so-called tabs that can
be extended by using pictures or hypertext links.
Each tab is enclosed by asking a question and the
student can choose from multiple possible answers.
If the student has answered this question right, he
can advance to the next page. If he has answered
false, he is being redirected to the previous page to
study the problematics again. The way of navigation
in the Lesson activity depends on setting the
parameters.
The Lesson is a universal module that can be
customized by the creator of the course according to
his ideas. He can decide to use a linear passing
through each pages of the lesson and he can close

each one by asking a check questtion. A moree
effective, but also a moore demandingg way is whenn
t pages of a
the coursee creator deciddes to divide the
Lesson innto more paraallel paths annd forces thee
student too study the described prooblematics byy
detail. (Šv
vejda, 2006).
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RES
SULTS

The experriment has takeen place in thee summer term
m
of 2007/20008 at the Deppartment of Innformatics. Alll
75 studennts of the seco
ond year of the
t bachelor’ss
studies in Applied Inforrmatics have participated
p
inn
this experiiment.

5.1 Diividing intoo groups
During th
he term, we have
h
been mo
onitoring fourr
groups off students in the ‘Program
mming Internett
Applicatioons’ course thhat were createed by regularr
dividing in
nto groups. Thhe students werre divided intoo
the follow
wing groups:
1. With
hout
the
LMS
Moodle
supportt
(Un
nsupported) – a group wheree classical F2F
F
teacching method was
w applied,
2. With
h ‘standard’ e-course su
upport (Non-Adaaptation) - a group
g
that was supervised byy
usinng blended learrning in LMS Moodle,
M
3. With
h direct guidannce module suupport (Directt
Guiidance) – a group
g
that wass studying byy
usinng the direct gu
uidance supporrt,
4. With
h adaptive syystem for links annotationn
supp
port (Links An
nnotation) – a group wheree
the adaptive
a
iLMS
S system was used.
u

Courrses in all thrree groups haave had unifieed
structuree. The learningg matter of thee thematic fielld
was divided into small parts, so that the
t part had haad
the maxiimum height oof 1.5 times arrea shown wheen
using typ
pical display reesolution. A teest question waas
asked aft
fter each part. D
Despite these adaptive
a
system
ms
offer op
ptions for a much
m
more intteresting coursse
structuree, this simple ccourse structure has been useed
intention
nally to avoiid distortion of results bby
enriching
g adaptive couurses or to avoid penalizing thhe
group wiith e-course suupport without adaptation.
a

A
of pre-test
5.2 Analysis
The grouups seem to be equivalent at first
f
sight –
all groupps have attendded the same courses
c
togetheer
with thee same teacherrs. Group alloccation from thhe
sex and age point of view is also equivalent. We
W
have verrified this fact statistically byy using pre-tesst.
The pre-test in a way oof entry test cheecking the basic
knowled
dge to pass thee given problem
matics has beeen
applied. In the entryy test that coonsisted of 115
a the time in
i
questions, we have chhecked score and
s
were aable to finish thhe test.
that the students
The following graaph visualizes the MANOVA
A
I shows the point
p
and confidence interval
results. It
estimatess of pre-test sscore (Pre-Tesst) and the tim
me
needed for
f its completiion (Duration).

Table 1: Exxperimental plann

Fiigure 1 Means with
w Error Plot fo
or Pre-Test

h
decided to use this classificationn
We have
because thhe chosen grouups had their virtual
v
classess
already crreated in the syystem. The stu
udents withoutt
the LMS support and studying withh classical e-pport build monitoring groupps and studentss
course sup
with direcct guidance module
m
supportt and adaptivee
system foor links annotation suppo
ort build thee
experimenntal groups.

Baseed on the MAN
NOVA results, we
w do not reject
the null hypothesis
h
statting that the diifference amonng
the grouups in pre-test score and the time needed to
t
process it is statisticaally insignificaant, that meanns
that the vector of deependant variaables (Pre-Tesst,
Duration
n) is independdent from thee Group factoor.
This hass confirmed thhe group equality presumptioon
and rand
domization wassn’t needed.

5.3 An
nalysis of post-test
p
After finisshing their stuudy we have evaluated thee
knowledgee of students by using an end-of-coursee
test. The end-of-course
e
test
t consisted of
o seven tasks.
These werre ai med on prroving the masstering of eachh
thematicall area of the co
ourse.

Afterr rejecting thee null hypothessis in case of a
post-test, we ask w
what pairs arre significantlly
differentt.
Tablee 4 Tukey HSD ttest (Unequal N)) for Post-Test

Table 2 MA
ANOVA, Multivvariate Tests of Significance
S
forr
Post-Test

NOVA (Table 2) results, wee
Based on the MAN
reject the null hypotheesis with a 999% degree off
confidencee, which mean
ns the vector of dependantt
variables (Post-Test,
(
Duuration) is deppendent on thee
Group factor.
Table 3 ANOVA, Univ
variate Results fo
or Post-Test

nces have beeen
Statisstically signifficant differen
proven between
b
Direcct Guidance annd Unsupporteed
(p<0,01)) and betweenn Direct Guiddance and NonnAdaptatiion (p<0,05) inn favour of Direct
D
Guidance.
Vice verrsa, an interesting discoverry is that therre
haven’t been detectedd any statisticcally significannt
differencces between Liinks Annotatioon and the otheer
Group faactor levels.
Exceept of statisticcally significaant differencees,
based on
n the descriptivve statistics (F
Figure 2), it caan
be seen that the final test with bettter results havve
passed thhose groups where
w
AHS, thiis means Direct
Guidancce a Links Annootation groups had been usedd.
From
m the adaptationn methods it was
w naturally thhe
direct guidance
g
groupp, of which the significannt
differencces we have proven. Thiis fact is alsso
exponenttiated by the statement thatt this particulaar
group haad had the worst
w
results inn the entry teest
(Figure 1).
1

From the univariatee results of thhe analysis off
variance (T
Table 3) we reeject the null hyypothesis withh
a 99% deegree of confiddence in case of a post-testt
score, whiich means the Post-Test
P
depeendant variablee
depends on
o the Groupp factor. Vicce versa, thee
differences in case of time
t
needed to
t process thee
h
been proven.
p
The foollowing graphh
post-test haven’t
visualizes the results of ANOVA/MAN
A
NOVA.

Figure 3 Means w
with Error Plot foor Post-Test

We present
p
the grraph (Figure 3), in which thhe
end-of-course test resuults for each thematical
t
fielld
are shown (Post-Tesst1, Post-Testt2, Post-Test33),
because of data compleeteness, Also from the partial
point of view, the bettter post-test reesults score caan
be seen in
i favour of thee direct guidan
nce method.
Figuure 2 Means withh Error Plot for Post-Test
P

5.4 Stu
udy time analysis
a
The next field of experriment was too discover thee
matics.
time needeed to study the given problem
The Moodle
M
system where the adaaptive systemss
were impplemented conntains a log
g file-creatingg
mechanism
m. The followinng graph show
ws an overview
w
of how muuch time the sttudents in eachh group neededd
to study thhe given probllematics. From
m the availablee
time inforrmation, only the
t ‘pure’ studdy time valuess
were chosen, this means the intervals of
o signing ontoo
the system
m, ‘random’ coourse viewing or clicking onn
activities like the forum
m, dictionary etc. have nott
been incluuded. There arre only the vaalues includedd
when the student has been workinng with eachh
chapter aim
med at the parrticular themattic area in thee
time valuees. The group without suppoort is naturallyy
missing frrom the graphhs; there has not been anyy
mechanism
m to monitor th
he relevant tim
me data.

a course that leads a stuudent by usingg direct guidancce
can imprress and motivaate him in his next
n studies.
To comp
plete the resultts, we show th
he graph (Figurre
5), wheree the time needded to study a thematical fielld
(Study Time1,
T
Study Tiime2, Study Tim
me3) in terms of
o
the watcched groups is shown. From
m these partial
values of
o study time, we can see
s
even morre
differencces in using eacch guidance method.
m

Figuure 5 Means witth Error Plot for Study Time

Based
d on results, we have deciided to includde
another factor into thee model – Studdy time. By thhe
we test if the adjusted grouup
following analysis, w
means are
a different. T
The means aree adjusted as if
there waas the same (avverage) Study tiime factor valuue
in all grooups.
Table 5 ANCOVA,
A
Univvariate Tests off Significance for
fo
Post-Test
Figurre 4 Means with Error Plot for Sttudy Time

Based on the ANOV
VA results, wee do not rejectt
the null hyypothesis statinng that the stuudy time scoree
difference among the groups is noot statisticallyy
ns the Study Tiime dependantt
significantt, which mean
variable dooes not dependd from the Group factor.
Despite the fact thatt the statisticaally significantt
differences have not beeen proven, thee results whenn
taking stuudy time intto account arre surprising.
Originallyy, we wanted to
t prove that using AHS iss
not only didactically
d
effficient, but allso more timee
effective than the classical e--course. Butt
surprisinglly, in our condditions, we cann state that thee
students have
h
spent morre time studyin
ng when usingg
AHS than they would have spent withh a classical e-course. Even
E
the diidactically most
m
efficientt
adaptationn method – direct
d
guidance (the Directt
Guidance group) has been
b
the least effective inn
terms of sttudy time. Wee explain this by
b the fact thatt

We can see in thhe table (Tabble 5) that thhe
dependennce between Post-Test
P
and Study Time is
statisticaally insignificaant (p>0,05), this means thhe
study tim
me length needded has not afffected the possttest resullts. We reject the
t null hypothhesis with a 95%
%
degree of
o confidence. T
The null hypotthesis states that
the post--test score diffference amongg groups are noot
statisticaally significantt, which meanns the Post-Teest
dependannt value depennds from the Grroup factor.
The folllowing graphh visualizes the ANCOVA
A
results.

Figuure 6 Means withh Error Plot for Post-Test
P

After rejecting
r
the null
n hypothesiss, our questionn
is what pairs are significally different.
Table 6 Tukey HSD teest (Unequal N) for posttest

Statistiically significcant differencees have beenn
proven between
b
Direect Guidancee and Non-Adaptationn (p<0,05) in favour
f
of Direcct Guidance.

of-coursee test results can be seen
n according to
t
descriptiive statistics (F
Figure 2), desppite the fact that
a statisttically significcant differencce hasn’t beeen
proven. Among the aadaptive techniiques, the most
advisablee one seems to be the direct
d
guidancce
techniqu
ue.
Interresting were thhe results whenn examining thhe
time-effeectiveness wheere we haven’t proven that anny
techniqu
ue would be moore time-demaanding, but from
m
the resuults of desccriptive statisttics, we havve
discovered time differrences in favvor of the nonnadaptive methods. Thee most time-deemanding is thhe
uidance technique. In our oppinion, this waas
direct gu
caused not
n only by thee attractive forrm of presentinng
the curreent problematiics, but also by the techniquue
itself thhat avoids studying thee problematiccs
improperrly, which means
m
it askks the studennt
mandatory questions that need to
o be answereed
correctly
y in order to stuudy further.
To appprove the exxperimental ressults, we woulld
like to ex
xecute the desccribed experim
ment again in thhe
winter teerm of 2008/20009 based on a bigger sample
of studeents. In this experiment,
e
w plan to usse
we
adaptive techniques only: the direct
d
guidancce
techniqu
ue, links annotaation and a new
w AHS with thhe
links sorrting technique.
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